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The clock ticked ever closer to the end of class. Having noticed her students’ waning attention,
Professor Annie Keller sighed and finished her notes on the board. Ms. Keller had a style - dark ...
Weighted Grades Chapter 1 (Out now! Link below!)
Alexander Turner and Megan D. Willis received the 2020 James R. Holton Award at AGU’s virtual Fall
Meeting 2020. The award recognizes “outstanding scientific research and accomplishments from honorees
...
Turner and Willis Receive 2020 James R. Holton Award
From new developments in the world of soft robots, I learned that softness can be innovative, and
strength can be supple.
Soft Robots Taught Me How to Be Strong
Their relationship as boyfriend and girlfriend had lasted over a year before there was trouble in
paradise. And it was very unexpected on Nathan’s part. He thought they were happy, thriving! While ...
Lithium Einsteinium(LiEs): When He Discovers His Girlfriend Cheating, One Man Goes To Extreme Lengths To
Take His Revenge
The stories they have told us have indicated that it’s about: Dropping by office hours to discuss a
chemistry problem ... on most campuses in the fall semester. HyFlex can certainly be done ...
Your Most Important Resource Is Eyeing the Door
This article is excerpted from a new Chronicle special report, “The Future of Teaching: How the
Classroom Is Being Transformed,” available in the Chronicle Store. Come fall, will college students be
...
How to Prepare for the Next Phase of Hybrid Teaching
With the start of another school year comes another dorm room checklist. Bedding and furniture and
tapestries, oh my! As fun as it sounds in theory, though, anyone who has actually been to college ...
12 Affordable Furniture Finds To Transform Your Dorm Room This Fall
UNC-Chapel Hill Chancellor Kevin Guskiewicz has been the university’s leader for just over two years,
but he has faced controversy, from Silent Sam to Nikole Hannah-Jones.
Timeline, history of UNC-Chapel Hill Chancellor Guskiewicz | Charlotte Observer
UNC-Chapel Hill Chancellor Kevin Guskiewicz has been the university’s leader for just over two years,
but he has faced controversy, from Silent Sam to Nikole Hannah-Jones.
As UNC chancellor Guskiewicz faces renewed scrutiny, here’s a look back at his tenure
A search for answers sends Kolbert packing ... Additional Common Reader experiences will take place
during the fall semester, including an essay contest, Library exhibition and lecture with the author ...
2021 First-Year Common Reader
Goswami started the position in January 2020 and will stay on as a consultant for the next month to help
with the transition, according to SBCC ...
SBCC Superintendent/President Utpal Goswami Resigns, Effective Immediately
BYU is no stranger to a dramatic changing of the guard at quarterback, but how do you replace the
school's highest-drafted and most accurate gunslinger?
Competition ensues for BYU football starting quarterback role
Money from the American Rescue Plan Act was allocated to WaterFire, a small-business program, expanded
Wi-Fi and more.
Prov. City Council narrowly OKs $540M budget, plus federal relief spending
After all, school would most likely be online for fall semester, and I wanted that ... of “success” as
early as possible. I took AP Chemistry freshman year, thinking I would get ahead.
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I threw all my plans into the air for a gap year
Exhausted crews neared the end of their search for victims of a Miami-area condominium tower collapse
Tuesday as the death toll reached 95 with just a handful of people still ...
Death toll in Florida condo building collapse rises to 95
While thinking about the top defenses Nebraska will square up against this fall, my brain took on the
... and what the recent resumes reveal? My answer in submitting this top five (OK, top six ...
Five to go: The top defenses the Huskers will face in 2021
Fall 2021 Hike and Read is now full ... accounting and finance. The first of a two-semester Honors
sequence in organic chemistry. Topic coverage parallels CHMY 321, but at an accelerated pace with ...
Honors Courses
Get essential education news and commentary delivered straight to your inbox. Sign up here for The 74’s
daily newsletter. It’s a Tuesday morning in March, and 14-year-old Sloan Williams and two of her ...
Improv Comedy — at School? Unlikely Program Boosts Teens’ Communication Skills
We continue to make all the preparations necessary for an in-person campus educational experience for
our students when the fall semester begins in August ... There are other key considerations ...
Updates on full in-person operations on July 1
Computing touches every aspect of teaching and learning at MIT, and the humanities are no exception,
with scholars across disciplines using computational tools to answer critical questions ...
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